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Getting the energy turnaround right in NRW!
The incipient turnaround involving power supply from renewable
energies is a complex challenge. Towns and cities in North RhineWestphalia are central players in this; a large number have been
active for many years. Decentralised, individual solutions are the
theme of the future – energy generation by individuals provides a
model of future energy supply which is both cost-effective and environmentally friendly. A series of events organised by EnergyAgency.
NRW and the NRW working group on renewable energies (Landesarbeitsgemeinschaft Erneuerbare Energie NRW e.V.) is concerned
with designing the energy turnaround in the region in the right way.
The aim is to add value on a local basis and encourage participation
by individual citizens themselves - revealing potentials, identifying
successful examples of work already done and offering recommendations for action. Programme and registration at www.energie
agentur.nrw.de (Dates: 24 Nov. 2011 in Coesfeld; 14 Dec. 2011 in
Paderborn; 19 Jan. 2012 in Gummersbach; 29 Feb. 2012 in Düren)
Fuel Cell Network on 7 December
The 11th annual meeting of the Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Network
NRW of EnergyAgency.NRW will take place on Wednesday, 7
December 2011, at the Hilton Hotel in Düsseldorf. The main focus of
this year’s lectures and discussions is on electromobility and cogeneration, in each case based on fuel cell technology. Information and
Registration: www.brennstoffzelle-nrw.de
Keep up to date with Twitter and EA.TV on YouTube:
www.twitter.com/eanrw
www.youtube.com/energieagenturnrw
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Editorial

Johannes Remmel
Minister for Climate Protection, Environment, Agriculture,
Nature Conservation and Consumer Protection of the
State of North Rhine-Westphalia.

Future generations will probably think it “prehistoric” that our cars once ran on fossil
fuels. And without now giving way to euphoria, I really do feel that we are justified in
considering electromobility as a concept that is fit for the future.
For North Rhine-Westphalia in particular electromobility offers an important opportunity
to make mobility both environmentally acceptable and affordable. The expertise available in NRW in the machine manufacturing and automotive industries, both in industry
itself and in research and development institutions, provides an ideal basis. Electric drive
systems will help us to link growth with climate protection and to considerably reduce
our problems with traffic-related air and noise pollution. Commercial success and environmental protection working together form a winning combination.
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The “National Platform for Electromobility” suggested this year in Berlin that Germany
should be positioned as a leading market and supplier in the electromobility sector. With
the help of “beacons”, attention will be drawn to research and development activities in
model regions, and demonstration projects are to be presented with the help of “shop
windows”. This links directly to the work in our “Rhine-Ruhr” model region, where we are
already demonstrating innovative solutions and new applications in all areas of electromobility. Within this model region, we are using a systematic approach for individual
mobility and vehicle fleets, in particular in linking them with local public transport and
the use of hybrid-drive buses. We will also develop and trial car-sharing models and
new mobility concepts which will be supported by a wide-ranging program of research.
This edition of “Innovation & Energy” shows what is already being done. In NRW, the
worlds of politics, science and industry all pull in the same direction, and we enjoy a good
position, with Autocluster NRW, EnergyAgency.NRW, ETN as project funding organisation and the research institutes in Aachen, Dortmund, Duisburg and Münster.
In response to the idea from Berlin to concentrate funding of electromobility in Germany over the next three years on up to five locations or regions in the form of so-called
“national shop windows”, I would like to emphasise that NRW is best placed in order to
bring electrically-driven vehicles onto the market. In the sense of climate protection, our
preferred aim is to generate the necessary electrical energy from renewable sources. By
2015, the state government of North Rhine-Westphalia will provide several million euros
for further development. Three key institutions are showing a united front in the form of
the ministries for Climate Protection, Economic Affairs and Research. We are ready and
waiting for new concepts.

Best wishes,

Johannes Remmel, Minister for Climate Protection, Environment, Agriculture, Nature Conservation and Consumer Protection of the State of North
Rhine-Westphalia.
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C

limate protection, renewable energies and electromobility must be
thought of as an integral whole. Around
20 per cent of CO2 emissions in Germany
are currently caused by traffic. It follows
that in order to achieve the urgent climate protection targets and considerably
reduce damaging greenhouse gas emissions, new mobility concepts are needed
alongside consistent growth in renewable energies. Further aspects are the considerable increase in fuel prices and the
foreseeable scarcity of crude oil resources. These also make

ity of tomorrow. Electromobility is one of the
most promising alternatives – as all experts
agree. It is considered to be one of the
integrating technologies of the future, as
it can further encourage incorporation of
the regenerative energies into the power
grid and at the same time pave the way
towards low-carbon mobility. It could also
be possible to make use of electric vehicles as flexible mobile storage units within
an intelligent power network, the so-called
smart grid. They could act as a compensator for the fluctuating power supply available from renewables. Looked at from
this point of view, electric vehicles could
make an important contribution to
a climate-friendly energy turn-

1 billion euros for research and development will be added to the funding from
the “Konjunturpaket II” stimulus package,
up to the end of the legislative period in
2013. The funding programme is intended
to focus on competitive cell and battery
production, new vehicle concepts and also
the themes of charging infrastructure and
network integration. In order to draw attention to the German technology within the
large-scale projects, so-called “beacons”
will spotlight R&D activities and demonstra-

tion projects will in future be presented in
so-called “shop windows”. For the period
between 2012 and 2015, up to five towns
or regions are planned to act as “shop
windows”. There will be an open competition throughout the whole of Germany
as early as 2011 to decide on who will
be accorded this status.

a reduction in fuel
consumption a necessity. Therefore
it is on the one
hand important
to develop new
concepts as to
how traffic can
be more efficiently organised so
that traffic itself
can be reduced.
On the other
hand, it is important to develop
future-proof
technologies
for the mobil4

around. “We
want to make
the future of mobility
renewable. This is why in NRW we are
investing in research and implementation
in the area of low-emission electromobility.
It is an important part of our climate protection activities”, emphasises NRW Environment Minster, Johannes Remmel.
Therefore in Germany, and in particular
in North Rhine-Westphalia it’s full speed
ahead for electromobility – both for battery-based and fuel cell driven vehicles. The
National Platform on Electromobility (NPE)
submitted its second interim report to the
Federal Government in May 2011 in Berlin,
and proposed positioning Germany as a
lead market and lead supplier in the area
of electromobility. And this was backed by
a comprehensive list of proposals. From this
has resulted a new governmental program
for electromobility, in which an additional
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North Rhine-Westphalia is already optimally positioned for the future of electromobility and therefore wants to participate
in the “shop window” programme and to
contribute and develop its competences
and skills in this area. This is also how NRW
Economic Affairs Minister Harry K. Voigtsberger sees it: “NRW is predestined to be
one of the planned “shop window” regions
for electromobility. Our important centre
of population and industry on the Rhine
and Ruhr has all the necessary potential.”
From its own regional funds alone, NRW
will invest around 100 million euros into
researching and developing electromobility by 2015. The various activities will be
bundled under the umbrella of ElectroMobility.NRW. At the centre of trials and
demonstrations of electromobility is the
Rhine-Ruhr model region. This belongs to
an overall model region programme for
electromobility of the Federal Ministry of
Transport, which was established with 115

Focus

Electromobility

million euros of funding from the “Konjunkturpaket II” stimulus package. It comprises
eight model regions in total. With a budget
of around 43 million euros including funding of around 22 million euros, Rhine-Ruhr
is the largest model region within this programme. “Our partners in the regions are
doing excellent work. We would also like
to call upon further organisations from the
automotive, energy and infrastructure sectors and also those from the area of information and communication technology, to

at EnergyAgency.NRW, provides support
and communicates with project managers
at federal level. Intensive research in parallel with the project is to provide measured data and know-how for the further
development of vehicles and infrastructure. And it is not only emission values that
will be recorded, but also user behaviour
and acceptance levels. “We are pleased to
have already experienced a high degree
of acceptance in the model region”, reports
Dr. Andreas Ziolek from the Project Man-

commit to the planned large-scale mobility
projects alongside the NRW state government”, explained the Minister.
agement Centre.
With around 50 partners at 25 different
locations, the Rhine-Ruhr model region
is widely represented throughout North
Rhine-Westphalia. The individual locations
include Dortmund, Bochum, Gelsenkirchen,
Essen, Düsseldorf, Cologne, Aachen und
Krefeld. Altogether, around 210 vehicles,
including private cars, buses, utility vehicles,
scooters and pedelecs are in use, and a
charging structure of around 480 charging
points is being created. The Regional Project Management Centre, which is based

The first project phase of the model regions
ended in August 2011. The closing of the
first phase provided an opportunity to
review what had been achieved to date
and to hold an event in order to inform
the wider public of the progress that has
been made. An open day took place on 31
July in Düsseldorf, on the theme of enjoying climate-friendly driving in the future.
Various models of cars, pedelecs, Segway
personal transporters and a hybrid bus
were available on the day for the pub-

lic to try out free of charge. This popular
event was organised by the partners from
the Rhine-Ruhr model region. The second
project phase of the model regions is now to

follow, driving forward with a wide variety
of activities associated with electromobility.
The “Fuels and Drives Systems of the Future”
and “Fuel Cells and Hydrogen NRW” networks are both involved, both managed
by EnergyAgency.NRW. With all this, NRW
is superbly equipped to take part in the
planned “shop window” programme of the
federal government.

W

I

n addition to the wide range of communication work and project work, research into electromobility also plays an
important role in NRW. Three competence
centres in Münster, Aachen and Dortmund
provide stimulus from the area of research.
These are currently unique to NRW and are
tasked with defining themes of special importance as well as coordinating and bundling research activities in NRW and optimising transfer of knowledge and expertise
from research into industry.
The Vehicle Technology Competence Centre,
Focus Aachen (ika-RWTH Aachen, Prof. Lutz
Eckstein), is dedicated to the holistic consideration of new mobility and vehicle concepts
and to the requirements regarding integration of new components, development of
the electric drive train and the subject of

lightweight bodywork construction and aerodynamics. At the battery technology competence centre in Münster (WWU Münster,
Prof. Martin Winter), the research into physical chemistry, power converter technology
and electrical drives are brought together
at the MEET(Münster Eletrochemical Energy
Technology)battery research facility.
Among other things, there is a need for
research into energy density, temperature
sensitivity and also recycling capability of
battery technology. The Competence Centre for Infrastructure and Networks, Focus
Rhine-Ruhr (TU Dortmund, Prof. Christian
Rehtanz), is dedicated to the requirements
of the networks and electromobility from
the integrated system point of view, assimilation of decentralised feed into the network and also smart metering.
innovation & energy 4_2011

ith its ElectroMobile.NRW competition, North Rhine-Westphalia has
an instrument of its own for the promotion
of research and innovation development in
the area of electrically-driven vehicles and
the associated infrastructure. The competition took place for the first time in 2009,
under the aegis of the ETN Jülich. Out of
54 submissions, the jury proposed 22 projects - with a value of almost 47 million euros - for funding. The projects are currently
undergoing the approval process.
The second call for submissions took place
this year. In June 2011, the jury proposed
a total of 14 projects for funding. Related
to the forecast funding value of 15 million
euros, the Ministry for Climate Protection,
Environment, Agriculture, Nature Conservation and Consumer Protection of North
Rhine-Westphalia will make a contribution
of around 5 million euros, in other words
around one third.
5
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3M launches E ﬂeet
As one of the first companies in the region,
3M Germany launched its own E fleet with
four new vehicles of the Citroen C-Zero
type. Calculations indicate that more than

five tonnes of CO2 can be saved each year
if 3M makes use of the four new electric
cars for journeys between their locations
in Neuss, Hilden and Jüchen. In order that
the cars can be charged on site, the three

n addition to the actual electric battery
drive, hydrogen and fuel cell technology
also offers an important option for electromobility. If the hydrogen that is stored is
produced with the help of renewable energies, this technology offers a clean, climatefriendly energy solution and in particular
makes sustainable, emission-free mobility

I

possible. Therefore electromobility is a central theme for the Fuel Cell and Hydrogen
Network NRW. The network, which is managed by EnergyAgency.NRW, also makes
a major contribution to the activities of the
electromobility Rhine-Ruhr model region.
Further information: www.brennstoffzellenrw.de

T

framework for activities, The Rhine-Ruhr
model region is at the heart of the demonstration projects. Three competence centres
in Munich, Aachen and Dortmund provide
stimulus from the research sector. In addition, the ElectroMobile.NRW competition
provides incentives for companies to undertake innovative development. Further
information: www.elektromobilitaet.nrw.de

he state government bundles its funding and research activities under the
umbrella of Electromobility.NRW. In addition to the Economic Affairs and Climate
Protection Ministries, the Science Ministry
NRW is also involved, as is EnergyAgency.
NRW, the Autocluster.NRW network and
project organiser ETN Jülich. The electromobility master plan of NRW provides the

A

t the beginning of October 2011,
NRW Climate Protection Minister Johannes Remmel together with NRW Science Minister Svenja Schulze officially
opened an electric vehicle charging point
operated by the utility Stadtwerke Düsseldorf in front of the building of the Science Ministry in Düsseldorf itself. Dr. Udo
Brockmeier, Executive Board Chairman of
Stadtwerke Düsseldorf was also present.
Eleven electric vehicles from universities
in North Rhine-Westphalia also came to
Düsseldorf to take part in the ceremony.

“One of our decisive strengths is the close
cooperation of the best researchers at universities and research institutions in NRW
with manufacturing companies and industry”, said the Science Minister. “However, it
is not enough to develop electric vehicles
that are suitable for everyday use. We also
need new mobility concepts, in order that
the technology enjoys wide acceptance”,
continued Schulze. “Electromobility will only
make headway with the broader public
if we make it affordable, energy-efficient
and beneficial to society as a whole.”

B

attery-driven electromobility is, besides energy-efficient drive systems,
new fuels and innovative mobility concepts, an important option for sustainable, environmentally-friendly mobility of
the future. It also offers the opportunity to
use regenerative energies in many ways
within the traffic system and to make mobility environmentally friendly whilst go-

ing forward into the future. For the “Fuels
and Drive Systems of the Future” network,
therefore, the subject of electromobility is
an important focus of attention. The network, which is managed by EnergyAgency.
NRW, naturally plays a major role within
the activities of the electromobility model region Rhine-Ruhr. Further information:
www.kraftstoffe-der-zukunft.de
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locations are all provided with charging
points, and carports with solar cells for
renewable energy generation have also
been installed.
E vehicles from Renault for
Deutsche Post DHL
The company Deutsche Post DHL has
been making use of twelve new
electric Renault Kangoo vehicles for letter and package
delivery for the first time since the spring of this year.
In this way, Deutsche Post DHL and vehicle manufacturer Renault want to trial the
electric cars for suitability within commercial fleet operation. “The vehicles are lownoise because of their electric drive system, do not use conventional fuel and are
also 100 per cent carbon neutral through
their use of green energy”, says Joachim
Wessels, member of the “letter” section
of the management board at Deutsche
Post DHL, when handing over the keys
in April 2011.
Exchange with model region
Wuhan in Central
China
International exchange
is also promoted in the
Rhine-Ruhr model region.
For example, there is intensive contact with the Wuhan
model region in Central China. The common objective of the two model regions
is to build a long-term partnership along
with concrete research and business relationships between both countries in the
area of electromobility. Against this background, EnergyAgency.NRW and the company Wuhan Electric Vehicle Demonstration Co., Ltd as partners in the project, have
agreed on an exchange of information and
experience regarding concepts and also
demonstration and pilot projects in order
to introduce electromobility. The exchange
with Wuhan is a project of the Rhine-Ruhr
model region and is funded and supported
by the Federal Transport Ministry and the
National Organisation for Hydrogen and
Fuel Cell Technology (NOW).

Innovation

Wind power
gearboxes

Gas heat pumps

N

T

orth Rhine-Westphalia plays a central
role in the production of wind power
gearboxes. The energy region NRW exhibits the highest density of wind turbine gearbox manufacturers in the world. According to a study of the International Business
Forum for Regenerative Energies (IWR) in
Münster, five of the leading global companies in the sector have their headquarters
in NRW. Every third gearbox used in the
world’s wind turbines is developed by engineers in NRW. This product from our
energy region of NRW is booming.
It makes NRW into a wind power
centre of international importance.

in Cologne: first
results

its global network of wind energy service centres in Europe, North America and
China from Dortmund.
Scientists from North Rhine-Westphalia
are also driving the development of wind
turbine gearboxes further forward. One
centre of research is at the RWTH Aachen
in the Institute for Machine Elements and
Machine Design under the leadership of

One of the gearbox manufacturers
with its home in NRW is machinery
manufacturer Eickhoff in Bochum.
This company is the global market
leader when it comes to high-performance automated machinery systems
for hard coal mining below ground.
Besides this, Eickhoff has been producing gearboxes for wind turbines since
1990. These are considered to be particularly efficient, quiet, robust and easy
to maintain. The development of the wind
turbine market has offered the company
the opportunity to develop a further key
product with its own manufacturing facilities. During his recent “climate protection
tour”, NRW Climate Protection Minister
Johannes Remmel took the opportunity to
visit the firm. “Eickhoff is a shining example of a company that has succeeded
in adapting to the energy sources and
structures of the future”, said the Minister whilst visiting the factory.

Prof. Dr.
Georg Jacobs.
Here, the experts make
use of a system test rig where wind turbines of up to one MW can be tested. By
2013, it is also planned to develop a further test rig for 4 MW turbines which will
be world first. Scientists want to make use
of this stand to research into the specific
loading of wind turbines. The tests should
supply the data that is necessary in order
to considerably increase the reliability of
the wind turbine drives. “The drive train
and its components are decisive for reliability of wind turbines, and this is where
the greatest potential for optimisation is
NRW is also in a particularly favoura- available”, explains Prof. Dr. Jacobs.
ble position when it comes to repair of
gearboxes and the associated services. In The Wind Power Network NRW prothe summer of this year, the company ZF vides information about the numerServices opened a competence centre for ous companies and institutions in North
wind energy services in Dortmund. Among Rhine-Westphalia which are involved
other things, the centre is equipped with in wind power. It was called into being
a 4 Megawatt load test rig for wind tur- at the start of 2009 and is integrated
bines. As from 2012, it is intended to carry into the structure of EnergyRegion.
out repair of up to 200 wind turbine gear- NRW. Like the entire cluster, it is manboxes each year. In addition to operat- aged by EnergyAgency.NRW. Info:
ing its workshops, ZF Services manages www.windkraft.nrw.de
innovation & energy 4_2011

he Cologne property development
company DEWOG has been carrying out a comprehensive renovation programme for its apartment blocks since
2009. In addition to repair of the actual
buildings, with increased heat insulation
for the facades and the installation of new
windows, the heating and hot water supply systems were also improved. Two air/
water gas heat pumps were used, which
were subject to calculation and evaluation
over a period from January 2010 to May
2011. Over the entire evaluation period,
the heat pumps achieved annual utilisation ratios of 109% to 116%. The differences in the utilization ratios are caused
by the different locations (roof and open
air) and modes of operation as well as
by the differences in the installation concepts and utilisation (12 or 24 residential
units per heat pump). For air/water systems these annual utilisation rates are very
good and are more than 20% higher than
the peak load condensing boiler that has
been installed as an addition. Gas heat
pumps are particularly suitable for use
in renovation of apartment blocks. www.
waermepumpen-marktplatz-nrw.de

Japan and NRW –
a strong team

I

n September, around 100 visitors celebrated the 150 years of diplomatic relations between Japan and Germany at the
mine site Zeche Zollverein in Essen. During
a two-day event on “securing of energy
supplies” the NRW Science Ministry, the
Deutsch-Japanische Gesellschaft am Niederrhein e.V. and EnergyAgency.NRW presented examples of the research work of
both countries.
“Germany and Japan are both facing important work for the future. Joint research work
on questions of climate change or the future
of towns and cities are therefore particularly
important”, said Helmut Dockter, NRW State
Secretary at the Science Ministry.
7
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Repositioning energy
research in NRW
B

ased on global trends, new markets
for innovative solutions in the field of
energy conversion and utilisation will come
into being in the next few years. This will
result in great opportunities, particularly
for energy research in NRW. The players
in the sector have already recognised the
potential: energy research in NRW is repositioning itself. New structures and increasing interdisciplinary cooperation will

Solar charging point opened in
Cologne

A

ccording to plans of the federal government, there should be over one
million electric cars on German roads within the present decade. The vehicle fleets of
medium-sized and large-scale companies
play a particularly important part here,
and can act as role models. “But the decisive factor in the ecological benefit is still
the source of the power”, says Michael
Schäfer. The founder and CEO of the company Energiebau in Cologne, which with
300 employees counts as one of the leading providers of solar power systems in Europe, presented innovative solutions with
its charging points and solar charging stations for the markets of the future. Michael
Schäfer: “If electric cars are driven using
power from traditional German sources,
carbon emissions per kilometre of around
100 grams equivalent result, because of the
role of brown and hard coal and also natural gas in the generation of the electricity. However, if solar power alone is used
for operation of electric vehicles, this value
can drop to almost zero. We call this pure
mobility, or mobility from the sun.” Further
information: www.energiebau.de
8

ensure that existing know-how is
retained and innovations for
the energy supplies of tomorrow are advanced.
One example is the
University of Duisburg-Essen (UDE)
with its new international degree in
“Energy Science”.
Here, the scientific
basis of energy science will be taught in
eight semesters on an
interdisciplinary basis. The
course content deals specifically with the different forms of
energy, their conversion, transportation,
loss mechanisms and their use in industry
and the economy as a whole. “Energy Science” is closely linked with research institutions which work in the area, such as the
Centre for Energy Research at the University of Duisburg-Essen (CER.UDE), the
Centre for Nanointegration Duisburg-Essen
(CeNIDE), the Centre for Nanoenergy Duisburg-Essen (NETZ) or the Fuel Cell Research
Centre Duisburg (ZBT), specialising in fuel
cell technology.

stration
power plant
at the new location in
Jülich, the DLR has a superb large-scale
installation for solar research. Among other
things, for the first time researchers can test
components for solar power plants under
real conditions. The DLR was designated
as a “Place of Progress” within the framework of the “Progress NRW” initiative by
NRW Science Minister Svenja Schulze for
its research to date in the area of alternative energies. “Places of Progress are
points at which qualitative progress ´made
in NRW´ can be clearly recognised”, said
Westphalian Energy Institute
Gelsenkirchen University of Applied Sci- the Minister.
ences has also bundled its research activities
on the subject of energy under the umbrella Graduate Education
of the new “Westphalian Energy Institute”. Excellent specialist qualifications are offered
The Institute carries out research into the by the new graduate school for energy and
areas of renewable energies, energy con- climate studies, HITEC, (“Helmholtz Interversion and utilization and also the energy disciplinary Doctoral Training in Energy
economy and energy policy. The objective and Climate”). Scientists from the Institute
is to find new developments in this area in for Energy and Climate Research of the
cooperation with industrial companies. For Forschungszentrum Jülich research centre
example, the Institute is already working and also from nine faculties of the paron a project that intends to make use of ticipating universities of Aachen, Bochum,
hydrogen as an energy storage medium. Cologne, Wuppertal and Düsseldorf want
to create the best possible conditions for
DLR-Institute for Solar Research
graduate training in the area of energy
With the newly-established Institute for supply and its effects on climate change.
Solar Research, the German Aerospace The graduate school will be funded by the
Centre (DLR) is moving its internationally- Helmholtz Association of German Research
renowned solar research activities to NRW. Centres with a total sum of 2.4 million euros
With the solar-thermal trial and demon- over six years. www.cef.nrw.de
innovation & energy 4_2011
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Project :metabolon in
Lindlar opened
What do you do with a waste dump? Make an active innovation site of it, of course!

S

ince the 1980s, the “Leppe” in Lindlar, in
the Oberbergisch region, has been the
central location for waste disposal for the
Oberbergisch and Rheinisch-Bergisch regions. In the course of the Regionale 2010
festival of culture, the :metabolon project
was called into being. Here, based on the
themes of material transformation (metabolism) and environmental technology, an
unusual centre of expertise has been created under the management of the Bergischer Abfallwirtschaftsverbandes (BAV)
waste association. :metabolon is concerned
with sustainable use of resources, material
transformation and location-related environmental technology. The Gummersbach
campus of the University of Applied Sciences in Cologne is a permanent partner

in the implementation of the project, and
has established a teaching and research
facility at the “Leppe” site.
The main points of emphasis in the :metabolon project are strongly influenced by the
fact that research and development are
occurring at a place of learning outside
the university, which is particularly characterised by its proximity to everyday working life and by the activities of the

Bergisch Energy Competence Center (BEZ)
which acts as a consumer-orientated information centre for renewable energies and
a platform where manufacturers, the trades
and consumers can exchange information.

conversion of natural resources is being
developed here. We need an ecologicalindustrial revolution and these forwardlooking projects are helping to set an
example.” Information: www.gaertender-technik.de and www.cef.nrw.de

Seven million kilowatt hours per
year
The central objective of the researchers is
to win compost, and above all electricity,
from the 55,000 tonnes of waste collected
annually from the organic waste bins in the
region. The partners are assuming that at
the end of the test phases, around 7 million
kilowatt hours of electricity per year can
be generated from this waste each year.
Enough electricity to supply 1,600 households for a year.
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Innovation

Towards the energy
turnaround
Journalists’ themed tour: “Energy and Prof. Dr. Angelika Heinzel. At the Institute’s vehicle simulator for the development
Research”
of electric vehicles, the focus is on trials of
the Ford Transit Electric and Transit Connect
orth Rhine-Westphalia is on the way to Electric for delivery and distribution tasks.
becoming the leading research centre Together with the companies Ford-Werken
for energy and climate protection in Europe. GmbH, RheinEnergie AG and the City of
“The environment, the economy and a sense Cologne, the Duisburg-Essen University
of social responsibility do not stand in con- forms the ColognE-mobil Consortium, which
tradiction to one another; we want to make develops and tests all aspects of E- mobility

the Fraunhofer “Hybrid town storage” project, which is strongly orientated towards the
future, we combine real and virtual storage
facilities with the aim of integrating fluctuating renewable energies into the network in
the best way possible”, explained Dr. Dötsch.

At the wind turbine gearbox test stand in Aachen

The participants in the 9th journalists’ tour of Ener-

Information about innovative electromobility

(seen from the right): Science Minister Svenja

gyAgency.NRW.

from experts at Duisburg/Essen University

N

Unique wind power test rig
The last stop on the tour was the RWTH
Aachen University and the Institute of

Schulze, Prof. Dr. Georg Jacobs, RWTH Aachen and

in the Rhine-Ruhr model region. One aim of
the research for example, is to develop storenergy and sustainability into a central eco- age systems which can considerably improve
nomic factor”, said Science Minister Svenja the range of battery-driven cars.
Schulze when greeting 20 media representatives who took part in the 9th “journal- Focus on green energy storage
ists’ tour” of EnergyAgency.NRW and the At the Fraunhofer Institute for Environmenenergy research cluster EnergyForschung. tal, Safety, and Energy Technology UMSICHT in Oberhausen, Germany (www.
NRW(CEF).
battery-lab.umsicht.fraunhofer.de), pre“North Rhine-Westphalia will continue to sented by its Director, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Eckdevelop its leading roles in the areas of hard Weidner, Dr.-Ing. Christian Dötsch
electromobility, power storage research showed one of the largest test laboratoand wind power technology, so that we ries in Europe for redox flow batteries for
are in the best possible position when it use in the storage of green energy. In the
comes to future-proof mobility and energy future, the growing amounts of sun and
supply. This is also an important subject for wind energy will have to be stored for times
the economy as a whole, as the export of when it is dark or there is little wind. One
high-performance electric vehicles, batter- solution comes in the form of redox flow
ies and wind turbine gearboxes “Made in batteries, which are able to supply up to
NRW” secures further expansion of our uni- 2,000 households.
versities and also innovative employment in
many industrial companies”, says Schulze. “Stable electricity supply will be achieved
through the storage of energy, expansion
of network capacity and regulation of curInstitute for Mechatronics
The first stop on the tour was the Institute for rent generation and consumption. Towns
Mechatronics at Duisburg-Essen University possess enormous potential when it comes
(www.uni-due.de/mechatronik), which was to energy storage and balancing of supply
presented by Dean Prof. Dr. Dieter Schramm and demand in the local network. Within
Dr. Frank-Michael Baumann, EnergyAgency.NRW

10
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Machine Elements and Machine Design
(www.ime.rwth-aachen.de) with its Director, Prof. Dr. Georg Jacobs. Using a wind
power test stand that is unique in the world,
the Aachen scientists will, amongst other
things, undertake research into the useful
life of wind turbines. Thanks to the wide
range of technical knowledge and skill that
is available at RWTH (where 16 institutes
are concerned with this subject), it is possible to investigate very many aspects of
the wind turbine system on the test stand:
from aerodynamic behaviour through drive
systems, electrical machinery up to power
electronics, RWTH scientists play a part in
the research.
Minister Schulze was impressed by the tour:
“North Rhine-Westphalia is on the right
path. Today’s tour has shown that NRW
can become a decisive driver of the energy
turnaround. Already today, we are one of
the most important industrial and scientific
locations in Europe. We want to develop
this role further and make NRW into one
of the most progressive regions.”
www.wissenschaft.nrw.de und www.cef.
nrw.de

Innovation

Largest pellet heating
fair in the world
800 “Open heating cellars” for wood pellet week

F

or one week in
ing NRW third place in the
the autumn, the
whole of Germany. Since this
world’s largest pellet
year at the latest, there has
heating exhibition took
been sufficient pellet production capacity in NRW
place in North RhineWestphalia. Around
to cover our own require800 private users, inments. Estimates indicate
stallers and manufacthat around 2,500 people
were employed in the secturers opened up their
heating cellars, presenttor in 2010 – from proed high-tech pellet heatduction up to installation.
ing systems, gave explaThe turnover achieved
with pellets by companations about this alternative type of heating and
nies in NRW amounted
to around 150 million euros.
offered information about
its advantages. 30 celebrations and events
were attended throughout NRW. For exam- The company Westpellets GmbH & Co. KG
ple, the climate association in the “Mühlenk- is now a well-established regional supplier
reis” district (Bad Oeynhausen) coordinated of DINplus pellets. Since 2006 it has proopportunities for gathering information on
the technology and on the fuel itself, organised visits to installations and construction
sites and to further education seminars and
also set up a telephone hotline. The “Wood
Pellet Week” organised by EnergyAgency.
NRW was a complete success.
Cluster Nordrhein-Westfalen

NRW Climate Protection Minister Johannes
Remmel fired up the week, as it were, when
in the course of his climate protection tour
he visited pellet production at the company Westpellets GmbH & Co. in the town
of Titz-Ameln on the Lower Rhine. “Sustainable, ecologically-responsible energy
supply requires that we progressively gain
independence from the fossil fuels coal, oil
and gas,” explained Remmel. “Wood pellets, as a carbon-neutral fuel, are a good
and correct alternative. They are not only
ecologically valuable, but also make a contribution to value creation in the region”,
said the Minister.
In recent years, wood pellets have established themselves as an alternative source of
energy. The benefit: their price is relatively
stable and is not – in contrast to the situation
with oil and gas – subject to extreme fluctuations. In the meantime, more than 20,000
pellet-fired boilers have been installed, giv-

in the region. The shavings generally contain a residual moisture level of between
40% and 50%, which has to be reduced
to 10% for pelletisation. Annual production now amounts to around 10,000 tonnes
of pellets of DINplus quality. Westpellets
supplies around 1,000 customers in a surrounding area of around 100 kilometres. In
addition to private households, customers
include local authorities and also industrial
companies.
“This fuel is renewable, is reasonably-priced
over the long term and comes from our
own state of North Rhine-Westphalia”,
explains Heike Wübbeler, Head of the
wood pellet initiative at EnergyAgency.
NRW. “The heating installations are now
mature and convenient in use. All in all this
climate-friendly technology is extremely
attractive. At the same time, the potentials
for energy-related use of biomass are considerable in NRW. In the last two years
alone, the number of private individuals
who have decided in favour of installing this
environmentally-friendly technology, which
helps to save heating costs, has doubled”,
continued Wübbeler.
Information from:
www.aktion-holzpellets.de and email
wuebbeler@energieagentur.nrw.de

duced pellets for the regional market in
its factory on the Energy Trading Estate in
Titz-Ameln. Production started with a second-hand belt drying machine from the
food industry. Since a second cogeneration
plant started up in the neighbouring biogas
installation, also operated by Westpellets
GmbH & Co. KG,(total output: 1,2 MWel),
drying is carried out completely using heat
from the plant. The raw material for production is natural wood shavings without
the bark, which are supplied from sawmills
innovation & energy 4_2011
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Digging deep at
Bochum University
New building for the International Geothermal Centre

U

do Paschedag, Secretary of State in
the NRW Climate Protection Ministry, raised the traditional first spadeful of
earth for the new building of the International Geothermal Centre at Bochum University. Supported by funds from the State
of NRW, an infrastructure for geothermal
research and trials under near-real conditions which is unique in the world is taking
shape at the site. The development of new
technologies, from the laboratory to readiness for the market, is the great strength of
the research team in Bochum.
Alongside the state funding of 11 million
euros, additional own funds and support
from industry is available for Bochum University. This allows a complex to be built
which, in addition to a traditional research
institute with geoscience laboratories,
includes a large-scale building with workshops for conducting trials and a test area
acting as an in-situ field laboratory for tests
under near-real conditions. The in-situ laboratory is at the same time a component of

the 50 km2 “Future Energy” geothermal site
in the south of Bochum. And to this is added
the so-called “Energetikum” – a building for
heat pump and geothermal supply technology, where the urgently needed specialists
of the future are trained in cooperation with
industry and the trades. Geothermal energy
is also of considerable economic significance
for NRW as an industrial location and for
the “Ruhr Metropolis”. Many small and
medium-sized enterprises also profit from
the know-how gained over many years
from the coalmining industry, which can be
embodied in future-proof technologies and
used in many areas related to geothermal
energy. The first spadeful was taken in a fitting manner using the new research drilling
installation of the International Geothermal
Centre. This installation - the newly developed HBR 207 GT manufactured by the
company Hütte in Olpe - had already been
officially named BO.REX (Bochum Research
and Exploration Drilling Rig) by Ottilie
Scholz – Bochum’s Lady Mayoress. With
the BO.REX, researchers can experience a

new dimension with regard to performance,
flexibility and variability. The mobile installation can drill more than 1,000 m deep with
40 t of driving power, and can use all the
drilling processes that are currently available. This is important for research at the
Geothermal Centre, in order to be able to
develop innovative drilling processes under
real conditions up to market maturity. The
extreme-pressure water pump on the drill
was constructed by the company Kamat
from Witten. The flexible pressures of up
to 1,500 bar offered by the pump in particular enables development of particularly
high-performance water-hydraulic drilling
methods. Information: Holger Born, Tel. +49
(0)234/32-10716, email holger.born@geothermie-zentrum.de

120 experts discuss the
future of geothermal energy

A

round 120 experts came to the 7th
NRW Geothermal Conference at Bochum University in October. Since 2005, the
International Geothermal Centre in Bochum
(GZB) and the Geothermal Network of EnergyAgency.NRW have jointly organised
this conference of experts, in order to drive
forward climate-friendly geothermal technology and support exchange of experi12

ence in the sector. One main focus of the
conference was the subject of deep geothermal energy. Electricity and heat from
depths of more than 4,000 metres are also
a future option for North Rhine-Westphalia. In addition to the financial aspects, the
question was also examined as to how far
geothermal energy is compatible with town
and city planning. Dr. Ernst Kratzsch from
the Bochum town planning committee explained the vision and the requirements of
the “City of the Future” in his presentation.
Construction projects for deep geothermal
energy also necessitate intensive communication with the wider public – on this all
participants in the panel discussion were
agreed. Individual citizens have to be able
to ask questions about geothermal energy

innovation & energy 4_2011

- at the earliest possible stage in the project planning. Uwe Paschedag, Secretary of
State in the NRW Climate Protection Ministry, emphasised the importance of information and transparency. In addition, examples of best practice in the field of near-surface geothermal energy were also a central
theme of the conference. Various real projects were discussed - from a city quarter in
Düsseldorf through new construction of the
University of Applied Sciences in Bielefeld
up to the use of waste heat from channels
in the Nordwestbad swimming pool in Bochum. All this demonstrated the large variety
of uses for geothermal energy, all of which
can also demonstrate economic viability on
the market. Further information: www.energieagentur.nrw.de/geothermie

Innovation

EnergyAgency.NRW joins
ACORE in the USA
N

RW is also aiming at expansion of
co-operation in renewable energy
at international level. EnergyAgency.NRW
has therefore now become a member of
ACORE, USA. ACORE – the American
Council on Renewable Energy – has set
itself the target of publicising the topic of
renewable energy in all fields of economic
activity and everyday life in the USA. It is a
non-profit organisation based in Washington; its network comprises around five hundred organisations, and consists of a range
of councils and committees. Stephanus Lintker (on the right in the photo), responsible
for activities outside Germany at Energy
Agency.NRW, has now signed the membership certificate in Washington, in the presence of NRW climate-protection minister
Johannes Remmel (centre). Minister Remmel’s delegation was also in Washington
to visit the RETECH technical fair.

Numerous companies from NRW are
already active on the American market:
they include global market leaders, such
as SolarWorld and Winergy, both of whom
operate branches in the USA, where they
achieve sales of more than 8 billion euros.
Around 42,000 megawatt (MW) is fed into
the US grid, with more than 7,300 MW
currently under construction. Experienced
sub-suppliers from NRW are involved in
this programme; the Winergy, Plarad and
August Friedberg companies, for example, have set up marketing and production
operations in the US. Kenersys, an NRW
wind-power engineer, is now constructing
its first wind turbine in Ohio, and is set to
create new jobs in this segment in the coming years.

ate on the American Council on Renewable Energy, and on ACORE’s international
board. “A proposal we were pleased to
accept”, affirms Remmel. “EnergyAgency.
NRW will perform the tasks involved, and
will thus intensify German-American dialogue in this important field even further”.

Information: Stephanus Lintker, Energy
Agency.NRW, Tel. +49 (0)211 86642-12,
The NRW environmental ministry was email lintker@energieagentur.nrw.de,
invited a number of months ago to co-oper- www.energieregion.nrw.de

Energy from bio-waste
S

ome eighty specialists responded to
EnergyAgency.NRW’s invitation to the
Entsorgungsgesellschaft Westmünsterland
(EGW) disposal corporation in Gescher.
The “Energy-efficiency in bio-waste recycling” conference focussed on the results
of the “Energy-efficient bio-waste recycling
with additional energy recovery” R&D project at EGW.
High-energy organic substances simply
smell, to most noses! They can be very
useful, however. TIG Wessel, in co-operation with EGW and on behalf of the
federal economics ministry, has therefore
been conducting an R&D project in this
field since 2009, with
the aim of reducing the

specific energy requirement for the composting of bio-waste and generating
methane-containing gases by means of
fermentation of the high-energy bio-suspension recovered. These gases, for their
part, are then used either to supply a
cogeneration plant unit producing heat
and power, or are refined to natural gas
quality; the yield per tonne of bio-suspension is up to 55 m3 of biogas, containing
60% methane.

bio-suspension produced is then studied
in wet fermentation. Initial results demonstrate that conversion of a major portion
of the readily available organic material
to the liquid phase will permit increases in
composting-plant throughput with no sacrifice of output quality. It will, at the same
time, be possible to reduce specific energy
consumption by around 10% per tonne
of bio-waste. “The results will be of use to
practically orientated research, on the one
hand, and to industry, on the other, since
they may well assist in reducing the use of
primary energy sources, such as oil and
gas”, comments Cornelia Vogler, head of
EnergyAgency.NRW’s Biomass network.
The project is receiving scientific support
from the Institute for Solid Waste Processing and Recycling of the RWTH Aachen
University and the University of DuisburgEssen’s Department of Municipal Water
and Bio-waste Recycling, and is due for
completion in 2013.

The R&D project uses tests performed in
a composting plant to analyse the technical potentials for removal of readily
degradable organic materials from biowaste by means of pressing or
leaching (so-called static percolation), the effects of the
removal of these materials
on the composting process, and the applicability of the results
to other composting facilities. Further information: vogler@energieagenTreatment of the tur.nrw.de
innovation & energy 4_2011
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“Tour de Climate Protection” t
The tour log

I

f there were a “yellow tricot” for the
Energy Turnaround Tour, one person from
NRW would be well out in the lead: since
last summer, NRW climate-protection minister Johannes Remmel has been on a climate
protection tour through the state in order
to demonstrate how diverse the work involved in climate protection is, focus public
attention on innovative projects, potential
fields of business and companies, and show
that: “The energy turnaround can become
reality”. And: “Tangible economic opportunities, with the added attraction that we
will also be protecting the environment and
the climate, open up to us in NRW in all
facets of energy-efficiency technology and
renewable energy”, he emphasises again
and again. EnergyAgency.NRW, responsible for organising the climate protection
tour, has kept a log of the tour.
13 July 2011
Gräbener Maschinentechnik,
Netphen
One of Gräbener Maschinentechnik’s specialities is the manufacture of machinery for
construction of offshore wind towers. Production facilities engineered by Gräbener
can produce wind towers of any length
and diameter. The company also made a
significant contribution to the mass production of fuel cells as early as 2005, with its
development of the “PowerBoxx®”, a system for the production of bipolar metal
plates.
14

25 July 2011
Gebr. Eickhoff Maschinenfabrik and Eisengießerei GmbH,
Bochum
Eickhoff, a sub-supplier, previously focused
on mining equipment; today the company
produces gearboxes for wind-energy
installations - “this mechanical engineering company is thus a living example of
structural change”, was the minister’s comment. Eickhoff employs some 1,600 persons
around the world, and achieved sales of
approx. 360 million euros in 2009.
Gearboxes for wind-energy systems have
been produced since 1990, with the first
units for facilities up to 3.6 megawatt
(MW) leaving the plant in 2001. Eickhoff
Wind Power GmbH started series production of gearboxes for wind turbines of 2.5
MW output in 2009; the company’s gearing systems enjoy a reputation for particular efficiency, quietness, robustness and
ease of maintenance.
“The development of the wind-energy
market gave Eickhoff the opportunity of
using its production capacities to establish a further speciality, alongside mining
machinery. Our technological expertise
continues from our successful strategies
in mining technology, with the development of durable and robust designs in
close co-operation with the universities”,
noted CEO Dr. Ralf Wittor.

innovation & energy 4_2011

3 August 2011
Visit to the Wewelsburg citizens’
wind energy project site in Bad
Wünnenberg
The state government is promoting greater
citizens’ involvement in the expansion of
wind-energy use in NRW. “NRW’s people
are playing a role in shaping the energy
turnaround, and are benefiting accordingly”, stated Remmel at Bad Wünnenberg.
At the Wewelsburg citizens’ wind farm, residents can acquire shares in wind turbines,
participate in the profits, and simultaneously contribute to the region’s value chain.
Eleven wind-power installations costing
some 40 million euros are under construction not far from the A 44 autobahn. The
turbines, with a boss height of 138 m and a
rotor diameter of 82 m, each generate 2.3
MW and are to supply around 55 million
kWh of power annually, thus meeting the
needs of 13,000 four-person households.
10 August 2011
Dralon, Busch-Jaeger and Veltins
“The cheapest kilowatt hour of energy is the
one that is not consumed and therefore not
generated”. This was the motto for the visit
to the three energy-efficient enterprises of
Dralon, in Dormagen, Busch-Jaeger Elektro
GmbH, in Lüdenscheid, and C.&A. Veltins
GmbH & Co. KG, in Meschede. All three
companies are participating in EnergyAgency.NRW’s Mod.EEM project, via an
on-line supported energy management
system, and presented the results of their
energy-saving efforts: at Dralon, around
6,400 MWh/a of natural gas and 8,900
MWh/a of steam are now saved, thanks
to technical optimisation of the fibre-spinning production processes. The CO2 savings
amount to nearly 4,500 tonnes annually.
Busch-Jaeger utilises power+heat cogen-

Application

through the EnergyRegion:
eration and heat recovery in its own building systems, has energy-modernised building shells, uses modern building automation
systems to control its lighting, heating and
blinds, and is backing LED lighting. Energyefficiency therefore also played an important role in the company’s 18 million euros
investment in an ultra-modern logistics centre commissioned in 2007. At Veltins, wasteair heat-exchangers have been installed as
an energy-saving provision in all ventilation systems, achieving heat recovery per
system of nearly 1,300 MWh/a. The brewery’s total heat requirement has fallen by
around 10 per cent, permitting savings of
some 370,000 euros each year. Veltins is
also planning investments of some 3.2 million euros up to the end of 2012, to enhance
energy-efficiency in heat generation and
distribution.
16 August 2011
Hanning & Kahl, Oerlinghausen
Hanning & Kahl is a specialist in brake
systems, and entered the growing windenergy market with innovative solutions a
number of years ago. Having grown up
in the field of rail-brakes for trams, the
medium-sized enterprise now series produces electromechanical brakes for windenergy facilities, the first having been supplied in 2003, and marking a significant
technical advance on this market. Hydraulic brakes had up to then been the most
appropriate standard solution for wind
turbines. The electromechanical brake has
now become firmly established for use in
numerous wind energy facilities. “We were
looking for new growth markets, and it was
entirely logical that we eventually focussed
on renewable energy”, commented CEO
Wolfgang Helas.

12 September 2011
Neuenbeken repowering project, Paderborn
Repowering, i.e., the replacement of old
generators with new higher-rated ones, is
a central element in NRW’s wind-energy
strategy. Sufficient reason for a visit to
the Wewer family’s project in the Neuenbeken district of Paderborn in connection
with the climate-protection tour - “... since
this is a showcase project, marking the start
of NRW’s first major repowering project”,
as minister Remmel stated. Seventeen turbines with outputs of 500 or 600 kW originally occupied the priority wind-energy site.
The first replacement of one of these wind
turbines by a newer model with a fourfold power yield took place in 2007. Eight
old machines have been replaced by seven
highly efficient wind turbines in this priority
zone up to now, and one is under construction. Four further turbines, each of 2.3 megawatt rating, are to be installed next spring.
5 October 2011
Amprion GmbH, Pulheim
The energy turnaround will involve more
use of renewable energy and energyefficiency, and more use of decentralised
energy generation. Consistent implementation will also necessitate modifications and
augmentations to the existing power grid.
The ninth stop on the climate-protection
tour was thus at Amprion GmbH’s central grid control facility in Pulheim-Brauweiler. “It will not be possible to convert

our energy system to a largely CO2-neutral
energy supply without restructuring and
significant expansion of the grids”, noted
Johannes Remmel. “Companies such as
Amprion therefore have their hands on the
levers for the energy turnaround in more
than one sense”. Amprion GmbH (sales:
6.5 billion euros, around 850 employees;
locations in Dortmund, Brauweiler and
Hoheneck) operates a transmission grid
for the 380,000 V and 220,000 V levels.
Its central function is that of continuously
transmitting power safely and at competitive prices. Amprion operates Germany’s
most extensive high-tension network, with
a length of some 11,000 kilometres and
around 160 switching and transforming
stations between Lower Saxony and the
Swiss and Austrian borders. One important function in the integration of regenerative energy into the grid is the daily
forecasting of wind-energy and photovoltaic energy yields into the grid. Amprion
is to invest around 300 million euros in its
high-tension system annually up to 2020.
Numerous new high-tension cable routes
are to be constructed in the next few years,
including the important North-South links.
Amprion plans to install up to 800 kilometres of new cable routes by 2020.
Further information on Johannes Remmel’s
climate-protection tour, organised by EnergyAgency.NRW, can be found, complete
with photos and videos, at: www.energieagentur.nrw.de
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Focus on storage
technologies
We talk to Dirk-Uwe Sauer

The specialist world is to meet for the sixth
time at the International Renewable Energy Storage (IRES) conference in Berlin in late November. The Eurosolar conference, held in cooperation with EnergyAgency.NRW, inter alia, has evolved into the world’s premier
forum on future storage technologies. A welcome opportunity for innovation & energie
to speak to Dirk-Uwe Sauer, professor at the Institute for Power Electronics and Electrical Drives at RWTH Aachen University.
Prof. Sauer, we were told ten years
ago that storage systems are the
key to the wider use of regenerative energy. But have we made
any progress here in the past ten
years?
I have to give you a “differentiated” answer
to your question. There has been a good
deal of technological progress, in the various battery technologies, for example,
and in compressed-air storage. But we
have still not managed, up to today, to
market new storage systems that function
cost-efficiently. Only hydroelectric plants
achieve the necessary cost-effectiveness,
but their potential for expansion is limited. The reasons for this can be found, on
the one hand, in the high costs of the new
technology, which will fall only when mass
production starts and, on the other hand,
the up to now scarcely increased demand
for storage services in the power grid. The
demand for storage, to achieve efficient
and reliable energy supplies, will increase
noticeably only once the proportion of fluctuating renewable energy in total power
generation has increased further. At the
same time, the market needs to be pushed,
by means of demonstration and marketlaunch programmes analogously to renewable power-generation technologies, sufficiently to ensure that economy-of-scale
effects generate viable market prices, as
early as the point when the technical need
occurs. Intensive activities are underway
in all sectors, however; we at the RWTH
Aachen University, for example, are cooperating with battery manufacturers,

power-electronics companies and municipal utilities on a concept for the construction of a 5 MW class demonstration storage facility. The technical and microeconomic concepts are based on the successful
research work performed in recent years.
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One sometimes has the impression that the latest advances in
R&D in storage technologies are
usually announced in Korean,
Japanese or Chinese. How does
NRW rank internationally?
Most of what we hear about “breakthroughs” from Asia, on the industrial side,
and from the USA, from the research sector, in particular, relates to electrochemical
systems. Here in Germany, we are definitively not lagging behind, technologically, in
other fields, such as pumped storage and
compressed-air storage power plants. In
electrochemical systems, we have also again
started to build up or rebuild structures in
recent years - particularly thanks to support
provided by the federal states and central
government - to enable us to perform in
these sectors, too. Any actual market entry
will also depend less on the latest materials with the highest peak outputs - instead,
all-in packages which include the systemtechnology side and operate optimally in
the target applications must be developed
and marketed. And we have nothing to hide
from anyone in the world on the system
side, in particular.
You once said, if not in so many
words, that it will be necessary to

know how battery technology will
develop in the next ten or fifteen
years to achieve a rational electrical vehicle concept. So what will
batteries do differently or better
than today in ten or fifteen years?
Still more important than the actual vehicles is knowing even now what number of
electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles will be
on the market. This is of great significance
from the power grid viewpoint, in particular, since these vehicles, with their battery storage systems combined with smart
charging and communications strategies,
could make a great contribution to the stability of the power grid. So it’s of crucial
importance for investments in the powergrid sector to know what capacities will be
available and will thus make investments
in high-cost durable alternatives unnecessary. We are not expecting any sensational
breakthroughs in the batteries used in commercially marketed vehicles in ten years
time. This prediction is relatively easy for
the next ten years - we would have to know
about the technology right now, for it to
be ready for series use in ten years. There
will be advances in the quality of batteries,
though, in service-life, safety, temperature
tolerance and energy density. In our opinion, this will all take place in evolutionary
rather than revolutionary increments, however. But cutting the costs and the prices of
batteries will definitely be of central importance. The commercial success of electromobility will depend on this, more than on
any technical parameters, which are highly
respectable even now.

Application

Full flavour, less
energy
The Mocambo coffee roastery in Radevormwald, in the hilly “Bergisches Land”, is putting its faith in heat
recovery (HR). Its buildings are now heated with hot waste-air from the roasting process, permitting the
recovery of around 100,000 kWh of heat each year.

T

he “Bergisches Land” has up to now not
been known as a “classical” coffee region - its climate lacks that vital tropical
note. But the Mocambo roastery, based in
Radevormwald, is nonetheless familiar to
coffee lovers throughout the region and beyond. The Drago family has been roasting
coffee and supplying the restaurant trade,
wholesalers and retailers with three special roasts since 1984. The family-owned
company employs fourteen people, and ing system. All in all, it calculates annual
roasts and ships around 500 tonnes of cof- needs of around 630,000 kWh annually
fee every year.
for heating, roasting and hot water. The
newly installed HR system operates via an
In 2010, prior to modernising its heating sys- air/water heat-exchanger with a hot water
tem, the company availed itself of consult- buffer. This heat is then fed via a return
ing services made available by the Kredi- flow booster to the heating system to assist
tanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW) bank, and heating and hot-water production. Hot
entered co-operation with the Kurzawa water is generated by means of a soplanning consultancy in Meinerzhagen. called fresh-water system immeMocambo was in any case obliged to diately at the hot-water tap.
expand its production building, to provide The system was installed by
more office space. The detailed consult- HTA Wärmerückgewining resulted in the integration of heating- nung, of Herford. The
system modification, HR and the extension hot water from the HR
into an overall concept. The company now system supplies the radimeets its basic heat requirement by means ators and the
of a gas-fired condensing-technology heat- underfloor
heating
system of
the extension
(280 m2) via
a return flow
booster during the heating
season. KfW
energy consultant Rainer Kurzawa’s calculations indicate a rate of heat recovery
of around 100,000 kWh per annum from
the waste heat. In summer, the HR system
will be used solely for water heating. Surplus heat is routed to the atmosphere via
a bypass. Mocambo can reckon with an
amortisation period of around eight years
on its investment of some 65,000 euros.
Recycled heat from the roaster is also to

be used, for the first time, for heating during the 2011/2012 heating period.
Mocambo’s “technology tandem” is also a
first in NRW. In addition to the welcome
financial savings, the Drago family is also
pleased with the energy economies, which
relieve the burden on the environment and
the climate, and would, in future, like to take
yet another step to enhance energy-efficiency: coffee roasting

here yields around 100 kg of
bio-waste, consisting of coffee beans
rejected from the roasting process, each
day. EnergyAgency.NRW is therefore looking for a biomass-plant operator in the Bergisches Land region capable of utilising the
energy content of these beans.
Contact: EnergyAgency.NRW, Verena Müller,
email v.mueller@energieagentur.nrw.de
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Wallen targets selfsufficiency
I

n the beginning was the idea. In February,
2010, to be precise. The five hundred residents of the village of Wallen (part of Meschede) decided to aim at self-sufficiency
in their heat supplies. The idea generated
a co-operative, founded in January, 2011.
And now, in the autumn of 2011, the central heating building, a cogeneration (CHP)
plant unit fed with biogas, and a woodchippings heating plant, have already been
completed.

than eighty households via a communityheating network in order to make the project economically viable. In no time at all,
more than a hundred households - and nine
house-building sites - had been found, and
organised themselves into a co-operative.
The Meschede municipality also joined, with
its fire station and a nursery school. “Heating
for these households is generated here in
an environmentally friendly way, using natural resources”, enthused Uli Hess, Mayor
of Meschede, on the project. As he noted,
A Wallen farmer had already commissioned energy recovery from wood, and distribuhis biogas plant as early as 2010. The power tion via a community-heating system, is a
from the CHP unit, with its output of 190 kW, contribution to future viability.
was fed into the public grid; there was, as
yet, no customer for the heat, apart from The community-heating distribution netthe farm itself. This was the germ of the work meanders through the “bio-energy
idea of supplying the houses with heat from village” of Wallen for a total of 5.5 kilothe CHP plant unit. “The motivation for us metres. Annual heat demand is some 2.5
is the fact that we will then be freed from million kWh. An oil-fired boiler is available
the big oil and gas companies’ price domi- on standby should the biogas CHP unit and
nance”, explains Mechthild Giesmann, of the wood-chippings heating system (outthe Bioenergiedorf Wallen eG co-opera- put: 750 kW) not be able to cover peak
tive. A cost-efficiency calculation indicated demands. “Only a maximum of 3 per cent
that it would be necessary to supply not less of demand would need to be met using oil”,

continues Bernd Geschermann, of EnergyAgency.NRW, which provided advisory
support for the project.
Total investments in this project amount to
1.7 million euros; shares in the co-operative have been taken up for 2,500 euros.
For around the first thirteen years, each
kWh of heat generated without climatic
impact will be priced comparably to a
kWh generated from oil or gas. The proceeds will be used to pay off the loan provided by the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW) bank, and the project will then
have been economically amortised. Further
information: Bernd Geschermann, email
geschermann@energieagentur.nrw.de

NRW energy-management project exemplary:

Mod.EEM now nationwide
A

nother NRW project success: Mod.
EEM, the pilot project for the introduction of energy management systems
in companies, is now to be extended to all
sixteen federal states. Mod.EEM (Modular Energy-Efficiency Model), conducted
by EnergyAgency.NRW on behalf of the
federal environmental ministry and NRW’s
climate-protection ministry, has been restricted up to now to enterprises located in
NRW. The Mod.EEM project is also praised
in the Federal Republic of Germany’s second National Energy-Efficiency Action Plan
(NEEAP).
Mod.EEM began three years ago, and is
to continue until 2013. Its aim is the development of a platform available to companies free-of-charge in the Internet for
the phased introduction, documentation
18

and maintenance of a company energy
management system. “Our EnergyAgency.
NRW’s idea was very well received”,
enthused NRW climate-protection minister, Johannes Remmel: “Around a hundred
companies, ranging from the small up to
global players, took up our offer during the
pilot phase”. In the course of his “climateprotection tour” of the state, the minister
visited Dralon, in Dormagen, Busch-Jaeger,
in Lüdenscheid, and Veltins, in Meschede,
all of which are participating in the project
and presented their energy-saving projects
to him, thus intensifying promotion of the
project (see page 14).
The use of Mod.EEM takes place in stages,
via the drafting of a basic, expansion and
comprehensive package. Various aids to
implementation and documentation are
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available to Mod.EEM users in each of the
individual packages. The modular structure of Mod.EEM enables enterprises to
install an energy management system of
the required scope tailored to their needs.
Mod.EEM meets the requirements for an
energy-management system in conformity
with DIN EN 16001 / ISO 50001; its structure is designed to enable it to be integrated
into existing management systems, based,
for example, on ISO 9001, ISO 14001 or
EMAS.
The Mod.EEM system assures structure, visualisation and transparency. Its modular
character supplies individual work packages which can be built up piece by piece.
Responsibilities are assigned, and tasks allocated. Mod.EEM provides a structure that
leaves space for individual creativity. Its “traf-

Application

Citizens’ energy systems
and taxation
Citizens’ energy systems generate profits. What tax is payable?
An interview with tax consultant Herrmann Hibbe, Essen

C

itizens’ energy facilities, such as citizens’
solar installations and wind farms, are
increasingly being installed in NRW. In this
way, more and more people are benefiting
from the economic success of the operating
company, and profiting from the legally assured payments for energy feed-in. But how
should the proceeds from citizens’ energy
facilities be declared for tax purposes? Hermann Hibbe, a qualified business administrator and tax consultant in Essen, answers
fundamental questions on this subject.

An investor may invest in a citizens’ energy
installation by acquiring a share in a jointstock company, i.e., a co-operative, PLC or
joint-stock corporation. Another option is
that of participating as a co-entrepreneur
in a partnership, i.e., as a limited-liability
partner in a limited liability partnership, or
as a shareholder in a civil-law partnership.
In the former case, i.e., a joint-stock company, the withholding tax of 25 per cent
plus solidarity surcharge of 1.375 per cent
is withheld when a dividend is paid. The
investor thus has no further tax to pay on
this income. In the case of a partnership,
on the other hand, income tax is payable
at the citizen’s level and at his or her individual rate, while withholding tax is not
payable.

The companies operating citizens’ energy facilities are generally organised in the form of a
civil-law partnership (GbR), a cooperative (eG) or a limited liability partnership (GmbH & Co. KG).
What taxes must citizens antic- Are the operating companies
ipate on the dividends paid by themselves liable to any other
these forms of company?
taxes?
In the case of a joint-stock company, trade
tax and corporation tax, i.e. the income
tax imposed
on

fic light” function - red, yellow and green indicates the degree of progress on individual tasks to the user, and the 0 to 100 per
cent speedometer provides information on
overall progress in the introduction of the
energy management system.
Mod.EEM ensures transparency concerning
the initial situation, degree of implementation and achievement of targets for entrepreneurial activities in the energy sector. “It
doesn’t, so to speak, re-invent the wheel!
Mod.EEM must be seen as a supporting
provision, and an augmentation of systems already in place within the company”,
explains Lothar Schneider, director of EnergyAgency.NRW. Information: Gerald Orlik
and Thomas Gentzow, EnergyAgency.NRW,
Tel.: +49(0)202 24552-0, www.modeem.de
and www.energieagentur.nrw.de

legal entities, are payable at corporate
level. Corporation tax is 15 per cent of
profit, while trade tax, a local levy, varies depending on the municipality’s assessment rate. At an assessment rate of 470
per cent, for example, the trade tax would
be around 18 per cent of profits. The total
tax burden will be around 33 per cent of
profits. In the case of a civil-law partnership or a limited liability partnership, only
trade tax is payable at corporate level. At
the assessment rate I mentioned, it would
also be around 18 per cent on any profits exceeding the 24,000 euro threshold.
Many people offering shares in
citizens’ solar installations and
wind farms for sale use tax benefits resulting from losses in the initial years of operation as advertising arguments. Does that in fact
work?
It can work. One thing has to be noted,
however: advertising arguments involving tax benefits in the first few years
mean that participation in a partnership is involved. Fiscal losses
can be declared initially, thanks
to measures such as investment
allowances and depreciation.
The citizen’s income tax liability is
reduced, since these benefits are
passed on to the investor; the losses
are set off against the remaining
positive income. This is not possible in the case of participation in a joint-stock company,
however; the fiscal losses
remain with the joint-stock company, and are not passed on to
the citizen.
For further information, visit our new topic
portal: www.energieagentur.nrw.de/
buergerenergie
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Lünen: Europe’s first passive-house
pool makes waves

A

n idea transformed into reality in September: after an around thirty-nine
month planning and construction phase, the
Lippe Bad in Lünen, one of Europe’s first passive-house pools, opened to swimmers, with
numerous guests of honour attending. The
new building, into which a former community-heating plant has also been integrated,
is set in future to consume 50 per cent less
energy than standard new buildings. “This
project will act as a pointer for other baths
of this type. It is a showcase example of the
future-orientated ‘Made in EnergyRegion.
NRW’ brand”, commented Udo Paschedag,
under-secretary of state at NRW’s climateprotection ministry at the opening. These
baths achieve the highest energy-efficiency
level for the building shell and the entire technical equipment. Dr. Wulf Grimm, head of
the Environmental Technology department at
the Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt (DBU)
federal environmental foundation ventured

to predict that the passive-house baths will
provide “the spark for many similar bath
complexes”. As he explained, there is in Germany’s around 3,500 indoor swimming pools
still an “enormous dormant potential for energy-savings”, which the Lippe Bad, as an
“ecological beacon project”, is intended to
awaken. The DBU contributed 125,000 euros for the planning phase. Bädergesellschaft
Lünen, the operator, drafted the basic principles of the concept in co-operation with the
Passive House Institute (Darmstadt), with the
focus on improved thermal insulation of the
building shell and triple glazing, intended to
reduce heat losses and increase air humidity in the building. Optimum insulation means
that a higher air humidity is permissible, without condensation of water on the facade, a
factor which also assures hygiene benefits.
All the provisions together are intended to
save up to 193,000 euros in energy costs annually. The project as a whole includes not

only the new building but also the conversion
of a former community-heating plant, which
has been conceptually integrated into the
overall complex, accommodates a 25 m long
swimming pool and is, like the new building, thoroughly insulated. “This is therefore
not only a new building to the passive-house
standard - the existing infrastructure has also
been refurbished and integrated”, notes Paschedag. The results achieved in Lünen are to
be published for use in future projects; a brochure, and presentations at specialist events,
are planned.

New workshop has what it takes inside

H

ettich’s new production shop in Bünde,
East Westphalia, is not only externally
impressive - its internals, so to speak, are also
highly interesting: this energy-efficient industrial building, constructed largely in wood,
pursues ambitious sustainability targets.

servation-of-resources factors, according
to the company. Thanks to the totality of
the provisions incorporated, the building’s
primary-energy consumption is 73 per cent
less than required in the current energy-savings ordinance, again according to Hettich.
Knowledge gained from the Hettich Forum,
The production shop, in which the furniture for which the group received the national
fittings manufacturer produces a new modu- “Green Building Award 2009”, was incorlar drawer system, is intended with its around porated into the planning for this produc13,500 m2 floor area and total enclosed tion facility.
space of 165,000 m3 to set new standards
in industrial production. Hettich’s require- The most striking feature of the building is
ment for a high-quality and modern working its intensively thermally insulated lightweight
environment consistently incorporates the wood structure, arguments in favour of which
energy-efficiency and included not only the low dead-weight and
con- positive primary-energy balance, but also
the potentials of this material in terms
of atmosphere and perceivable
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texture. The just on 1,900 m3 of wood used,
which originated from ecologically controlled
timber plantations, also makes a further contribution to climate protection. Avoidance of
the use of conventional building materials
produced at high energy intensity, such as
concrete and steel, additionally enhances
the building’s climate-protecting value for
achievement of an ecological balance.
The integrated planning combined innovative building design with the facets of modern
building technology and production facilities.
The building concept is notable, for example, for its thick layer of thermal insulation
and its particularly energy-saving ventilation systems. The utilisation of waste-heat
from production made it possible to reduce
the heating-energy requirement to zero.
Heat required for production is generated
by means of a CHP plant unit.

Magazine

New plaque for energysaver NRW campaign

W

hether it’s an environmentally
friendly heat pump in the basement,
a particularly well insulated building shell,
or a wood-pellet heating system: in many
cases there is no exterior indication that
buildings are notably energy-efficient. This
is the reason for North Rhine-Westphalia’s
“Energy-Saver NRW” campaign.

Rheinberg is NRW’s “secre
t energy-saver capital”. The
state’s climateprotection minister, Johan
nes Remmel, recently ha
d
the
pleasure of
awarding more than fifty
“Energy-Saver NRW” pla
qu
es in the town.
The recipient buildings inc
luded the “Alpsrayer Bür
gerzentrum e.V.”
organisation’s families cen
tre, in which the award of
the plaques took
place. A photovoltaics an
d a solar thermal system
are
currently being
installed on the roof of this
building; the old heating
sys
tem is to be
replaced by a new gas-fi
red condensing unit; a ver
tical wind turbine
is also to be installed. The
City of Rheinberg is state
leader for the
number of energy-saver
plaques awarded, and ha
s
rec
eived more
than 150 in the past few
years.

building project, and also
when modernising heating
systems, whether a CHP
plant unit could be installed
instead of a conventional
heating system. The benefits of this decentralised
form of power generation are readily apparent:
“Make your property stand out!” - numer- less heat is lost, thanks to
ous property owners have complied with shorter transmission routes, efficiency is Application forms for “EnergySaver.NRW”
higher, and the environmental can be obtained on 0180 3100110, or downthis exhortation by the
Ministry for Climate Proburden lower.
loaded from www.energiesparer.nrw.de.
tection, Environment, Agriculture, Nature Conservation and Consumer Protection of the German State
of North Rhine-Westphalia
and had their building and
standard comes under fire. DIN V results. Since unusually great divergences
its energy example visually
18599 fails to provide reliable results vis-à-vis the alternative calculation method
for calculation of the energy-efficiency of in accordance with DIN 4108, Part 6 in
emphasised. Even now, more than 4,500
blue plaques provide a visible indication
buildings. Improvements have now been combination with DIN 4701, Part 10 had
also become apparent when this standard
of the energy-saving qualities of the buildmade.
ings thus distinguished, and are intended
was applied to the residential-building secDIN V 18599 – a designation that stands tor, approval of DIN V 18599 for use as
as an incentive to the neighbourhood to
follow suit.
for a complex calculation standard used as the calculation basis for computation of
the basis for the energy evaluation of build- the energy level of KfW Efficiency Houses
It has been possible up to now to apply
ings. Anyone constructing a non-residential was temporarily withheld. This “jumbo
for a total of seven different categories of
building these days is obliged under the standard” has now been revised by the
plaques for buildings with a particularly low
Energy Saving Ordinance (EnEV 2009) to “Energy Assessment of Buildings” commitenergy consumption, buildings modernised
use this standard as the basis for calculation tee responsible for it. The most important
in exemplary fashion, and for the use of
of energy-efficiency. Adherents of this cal- changes include:
culation method, developed by the Fraun- ■ The separation of engineering balrenewable energy (photovoltaics, solar colancing and analysis in accordance
lectors, heat pumps and biomass). These
hofer Institute of Building Physics, point
with EnEV;
awards have now been augmented with
out that this ten-part standard provides a
a plaque for the use of a CHP plant unit,
bridge between consulting and planning ■ Specific rules of calculation for the
Renewable-Energy Heat Act;
i.e., power+heat cogeneration.
practice. Even highly complex architectural concepts, and construction, heating, ■ Updating of the primary-energy factors;
Cogeneration à la mode
cooling, ventilation, air-conditioning and
The term “cogeneration” signifies the
lighting technology systems, can be com- ■ The inclusion of photovoltaics and
wind energy in the calculation propared with one another for their energyrecovery of electrical energy and heat,
cedure;
efficiency, and evaluated under standardpreferably close to the location at which
■ The inclusion of innovative technoloised conditions.
the heat is to be consumed. Unlike the sitgies, such as micro-cogeneration,
uation in a conventional power generatLEDs, various types of regenerative
ing plant, the thermal energy liberated in
Critics complain that precisely this has
cooling, and innovative glass facades.
the production of electricity is not simply
repeatedly caused problems in the past.
released unused into the atmosphere, it is
The degree thesis of a university graduused, instead, for heating or for production
ate provided the “aha-effect” in this con- The whole is now intended to significantly
text, documenting on the basis of six well widen the range of regenerative and/or
of hot water. The special features of a CHP
plant unit can be found in its low output
known programmes for a precisely defined energy-saving technologies which can be
and compact dimensions. For this reason,
specimen building that the calculations for evaluated. Information: strehlke@energieit is worthwhile checking, for every new
DIN V 18599 can arrive at totally different agentur.nrw.de

DIN V 18599 slated

A
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400 participants and 41
speakers in eleven forums
“Municipal Energy” congress acclaimed nationwide
“Our municipalities hold an important key
to the achievement of the energy turnaround”, affirmed Udo Paschedag, undersecretary of state at NRW’s climate-protection ministry at the opening of EnergyAgency.NRW’s two-day, Germany-wide
acclaimed “Municipal Energy” congress in
Wuppertal. Over 400 representatives of
municipal councils attended to explore the
diversity of their potentials in municipal climate protection.
Municipalities are multipliers
“Our aim is to achieve faster local implementation of the energy turnaround - to the benefit of both municipalities and industry. Eco-

nomics and ecology are not mutually contradictory, they belong together. The economic chances of the energy turnaround are
decided locally and must also remain there”,
Paschedag stated. “The state government
has set ambitious climate-protection targets,
and we can achieve them only with immense
commitment at local level. The municipalities
function as examples and publicity multipliers simultaneously”, he noted.

ecological benefits from greater utilisation
of wind energy, and also topics such as the
recovery of heat from waste-water. According to municipal and waste-water consultants, waste-water holds an enormous but
dormant energy potential: “Theoretically,
the energy contained in waste-water could
supply around 10 per cent of buildings with
space heating”, according to one of the
results of the workshop.

Holistic urban development
Forty-one speakers provided a comprehensive spectrum of information concerning the
implementation of municipal climate protection during the two days of the event,
featuring two plenary meetings and eleven
forums. “Our aim is to show just how diverse
the starting points are, ranging from urban
and residential planning and energy-efficient building automation systems for a
municipal property to passive-house standard, up to and including the efficiency of
municipal climate-protection managers”,
added Lothar Schneider, EnergyAgency.
NRW director. During the workshops, the
specialists discussed the potentials for holistic and energy-efficient urban development,
modernisation of existing municipal buildings, the passive-house standard for municipal buildings, a municipality’s economic and

Climate-protection manager to
solar register
The role of the climate-protection manager (“contouring the ‘soft’ qualifications”)
was outlined in the forums, as was “Biomass for sustainable heat supplies in municipalities”. The examples of citizens’ solar
installations and wind farms financed by
citizens were examined, as were topics
such as power+heat cogeneration as an
environmentally friendly and cost-reducing energy source for municipalities. One
workshop outlined the effects of urban solar
registers, while another explored the challenges and potentials which electromobility will present. Neither positive examples
of completed projects, such as the Saerbeck climate municipality and the “Future
County Steinfurt”, which aims at energy selfsufficiency by 2050, nor information on the
Ebbinghof (Schmallenberg) energy self-sufficient bio-energy village or the grammar
school modernised to passive-house standards in Baesweiler, were lacking.

State Secretary Paschedag opening
the congress

Information and congress documentation:
www.energieagentur.nrw.de
Monika Agatz speaking on
wind energy in the District of Borken
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eea for fifteen
municipalities
The 2011 European Energy Awards were presented by NRW climateprotection minister Johannes Remmel to fifteen municipal energy teams
at a celebratory event organised in Wuppertal by EnergyAgency.NRW.
“Here we see another fifteen municipalities who
are living the energy turnaround, demonstrating it to their citizens, showing their commitment to climate protection and, simply as a
useful side benefit, also relieving the burden on
their finances. Truly exemplary commitment”,
enthused the minister.
Fourteen municipalities from NRW and one
from Bavaria received the European Energy
Award® from the minister for outstanding success in saving energy. Bavaria had been unable
to find a suitable date for presentation of the
award to the town of Ascha, and NRW spontaneously offered its assistance, minister Remmel handing over a certificate signed by his
Bavarian counterpart, Markus Söder.
Prior to the ceremony, the tenth anniversary of
the European Energy Awards® was celebrated
in the company of guests from all over Europe,
in co-operation with the federal office of the
European Energy Awards®, Berlin. “A total
of two hundred and thirty municipalities from
throughout Germany participate in the eea,
with 103 municipalities and six county councils originating from our EnergyRegion.NRW
- what could demonstrate better that this instrument is a success. It is no coincidence that we
in NRW subsidise participation in the eea by
up to 90 per cent - and we have every reason
to be proud of the projects implemented”, the
minister continued.
A special prize was presented to the towns of
Wuppertal, Solingen, Bielefeld and Lörrach,
who have been participating in the European
Energy Awards® management scheme for ten
years now. The award ceremony and anniversary celebrations were chaired by journalist Manfred Breuckmann, winner of the 2011
German Radio Award.

other hand, it is also an instrument which
enables municipalities to analyse, control
and monitor practically all processes in the
field of municipal energy”, noted Lothar
Schneider, director of EnergyAgency.
NRW, which organises the “eea” energymanagement scheme for NRW on behalf
of the NRW climate-protection ministry.
The prize winners:
The European Energy Award® in Gold
went to
■■ Aachen,
■■ Ascha,
■■ Bocholt,
■■ Bonn,
■■ Senden and
■■ Willich
The European Energy Award® was presented to
■■ Ahlen,
■■ Dortmund,
■■ Emmerich,
■■ Extertal,
■■ Herzebrock-Clarholz,
■■ Lippstadt,
■■ Lohmar,
■■ Steinheim and
■■ Warendorf.
Portraits der eea-Erfolge finden sich
zu jedem Preisträger unter: www.
energieagentur.nrw.de

Assisted by the pupils of the Friedhofstrasse primary school in Wuppertal, minister Johannes Remmel, Lothar
Schneider, Dr. Armand Dütz from the

“The European Energy Awards symbolises
two things: it is, on the one hand, a prize for
municipalities and county councils. And, on the
®

eea federal office and compere Manni
Breuckmann spotlighted the fifteen successful municipalities.
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In brief
New: NRW.Bank efficiency loan
Revolution Forum”. The state government will be highlighting innoA further element in the state government’s immediate action provative energy technologies with the EnergyRegion.NRW and Energramme on climate protection is to be inaugurated from October
gyResearch.NRW clusters, along with EnergyAgency.NRW, on the
2011 onward, in the form of the NRW.Bank “Effizienzkredit” effijoint stand in Hall 3. Future energy will also be the focus of the 16th
ciency loan. This new facility is to provide support for companies
technical congress, to be held, like the North Rhine-Westphalia
in implementing investment projects which will achieve a sustainEvening, on the first day of the fair, when the team on the joint
able improvement in the efficiency of their use of energy and
stand in Hall 3 invites participants to an evening of entertainment,
other resources. Loans of between 25,000 and 5,000,000 euros
featuring live music, from 6 p.m. onward. www.e-world-2012.com
are to be made on the so-called “house bank” principle for this
purpose, on the basis of an attractive rate of interest and streamEnergyAgency.NRW at DEUBAU 2012
lined processing formalities.
EnergyAgency.NRW will also be exhibiting at the largest trade
fair for building and the home, the 2012 DEUBAU, to be held
CHP: Warning against dubious financing
at the Essen exhibition and fair facilities from 10 to 14 January
Combined heat and power (CHP) cogeneration is a trail-blaz2012. The central focuses will be on efficient heating and powering technology which is currently enjoying a boom. But caution
supply systems, and on the more intensive utilisation of renewaagainst the false promises of disreputable providers of finance is
ble energy. The Wood Pellets Campaign, the Heat Pump Market
necessary on this market at present, as EnergyAgency.NRW has
Place and the Photovoltaics campaign will also be participating,
discovered: the promised profits are frequently unrealistic. Financwith their various partners. Methods for energy-modernisation of
ing models in which the overall efficiency of a CHP plant unit is
buildings are also to be examined. Information: www.deubau.de
allegedly above 120 per cent, are occasionally presented - just as
physically impossible as perpetual motion. These models feature
My energy turnaround
vegetable-oil-fuelled CHP plant units; clients are lured by high
The NRW Consumers’ Centre has initiated an energy turnaround
returns and a state guarantee of twenty years of payments for
campaign, with support from the NRW climate-protection minisfeeding-in of the electricity generated by the CHP unit. Potential
try: “My Turnaround” provides tips on saving energy and on the
investors can have such offers evaluated for fundamental plauuse of renewable energy sources. The NRW Consumers’ Centre
sibility by the Bundesverband Kraft-Wärme-Kopplung federal
aims to provide stimuli for people’s personal energy turnarounds,
cogeneration association (B.KWK). In addition, an on-line provia campaigns in pedestrian zones, radio spots and numerous onviders’ forum lists reputable consultants and service-providers. A
line activities (www.meine-wende.de).
cost:benefit calculator and information on the use of CHP plant
units in residential buildings can be found on EnergyAgency.NRW’s
Neuss: New light for indoor skiers
website at: www.energieagentur.nrw.de/kwk
Starting right now, the Neuss indoor ski slope is backing energyefficient LED lighting for its 4,000 m2 building in the grand style.
E-world energy & water 2012 in Essen
Sixty LED luminaires with a total output of 23 kW have been
Smart technologies for greater efficiency: the 12th E-world energy
installed; annual energy consumption will be around 70,000 kWh,
& water, to be held at the Essen exhibition grounds from 7 to 9 Febas against some 137,000 kWh if conventional illuminants had been
ruary 2012, will showcase, inter alia, the latest developments in the
selected. Forecast service-life is 50,000 hours. T/H Lichttechnik and
field of smart energy. In addition, the organisers have responded
CitaTec GmbH, of Rheine, have developed and implemented this
to the profound changes in this industry with their new “Energy
lighting technology in practice.
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